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Project Overview
The Highway 53 bridges, located in Duluth’s Lincoln Park neighborhood, were to be replaced as part of the Twin
Ports Interchange project, but were deferred due to a funding shortfall. MnDOT anticipates the bridges will be
replaced in approximately 2027 when funding for the project becomes available. It is important to understand
the community’s vision for use of space beneath the new bridges now, in order to complete the bridge design in
a manner that does not preclude a safe and engaging space use under the future bridges.
The space under the current bridges is used by the community for parking, recreation and a connection between
the neighborhoods on either side of Highway 53. Most of the space is for ad hoc parking (both gravel and paved
lots) which are not being maintained officially by any agencies or organizations. Midtown Park, which consists of
a basketball court and a skateboard park, sits under the north end of the bridge. MnDOT granted use of
Midtown Park (located on MnDOT right-of-way) through a permit with the City of Duluth. The City of Duluth
currently maintains the park, in partnership with a local skateboarding group.
https://duluthmn.gov/parks/parks-listing/midtown-park/
The bridge reconstruction project brings with it the opportunity to re-envision the spaces underneath the new
structures. Developing the space under the bridge is not part of the proposed 2027 MnDOT project. This type of
community space development is outside of MnDOT’s core business and area of expertise.
Through the public engagement process, MnDOT, along with the City of Duluth and community partners,
gathered preliminary information about the desired uses for the Highway 53 under-bridge environment.
MnDOT will continue to support the city and its community partners in developing this under-bridge
environment. By documenting and gathering the community desires, MnDOT will use this information to best
prepare the under-bridge environment for later community development.
The intent of this document is to serve as a starting point for future planning and development to create a
vibrant community space. Through the community engagement process along with the structural design of the
bridge, MnDOT has identified feasible uses for various spans under Highway 53 Bridge. MnDOT can offer
technical assistance and work collaboratively with the city and community leaders to develop the site. However
the project leadership, financing, and future operations and maintenance of the under-bridge areas will be the
responsibility of the city and/or its community partners.
MnDOT anticipates entering into an agreement with the City of Duluth that will allow for temporary
recreational, parking or other uses that do not interfere with maintenance needs of the bridge. In turn the city
may enter into sub-agreements with various public and private stakeholders for the construction, maintenance
and operations of the individual spans.
The development of the Highway 53 under-bridge environment will complement the adjacent land use plans.
These plans include:
1. The Small Area Plan for Lincoln Park District https://duluthmn.gov/media/5726/lincoln-park-smallarea-plan.pdf;
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2. The park plan for the Miller Creek area https://duluthmn.gov/media/7246/final-lincoln-park-minimaster-plan.pdf.)
3. The Duluth Cross City Trail https://duluthmn.gov/parks/parks-planning/st-louis-river-corridor/crosscity-trail (See Image 4.)
4. The Craft District on West Superior Street business node and tourist destination. (See Image 1.)

Existing Conditions
Under-bridge recreational uses currently include the Midtown Park skate park (Image 2) and a basketball court
(Image 3). The sidewalk connecting 21st Ave W and the skateboard park is shown in (Image 4). The existing Cross
City Trail crosses under Highway 53 (Image 5) on the north side of Michigan Street and continues under the I-35
elevated roadway (Image 6) east to Downtown Duluth and west to Spirit Valley. There are several areas under
the existing highway bridge that are used for parking (Image 7) by the surrounding community. Figure 1
identifies under-bridge spaces between support piers and shows the locations of the skateboard park (4),
basketball court (6), and areas used for parking (11-14, 17-20, 22, and 23).

Image 1: Lincoln Park Craft District, Duluth, MN

Image 2: Midtown Park skateboard park, Duluth, MN
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Image 3: Midtown Park basketball court, Duluth, MN

Image 4: Existing sidewalk from 21st Ave W to skateboard park, Duluth, MN

Image 4: Trail under Highway 53 Bridge, Duluth, MN
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Image 5: Cross City Trail, Duluth, MN

Image 6: Parking under Highway 53, Duluth, MN
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Figure 1. Current under-bridge uses of Highway 53 in Duluth, MN
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Public Outreach
In October 2018, MnDOT began the visual quality process for the Twin Ports Interchange project. The initial
proposal was to replace the existing Highway 53 bridge with a retaining wall design that eliminated the useable
space underneath the highway. The public response to this proposal sparked discussion on the use of space
underneath the new bridges. After several public visual quality meetings, the retaining wall concept was
abandoned and replaced with a bridge and pier design. The consensus among community members, City of
Duluth and local businesses was the retaining walls would cause too much of a barrier between the residential
area on one side of the bridge and the business district on the other side. MnDOT accommodated the
community’s request despite the significantly higher project construction cost of elevated sections on bridges vs.
contained fill.
On July 14, 2019, MnDOT attended the annual Lincoln Park Neighborhood “Meet on the Street” event to solicit
ideas about how the community would like to use the space under the new bridges. The purpose of gathering
this information was for MnDOT to learn how to best prepare the site for future community development.
Participants were asked if the space underneath should be used for parking, activated space, or a mixture of
both, and what types of spaces are important to them. The results of that outreach are displayed in the graphs
below.
As much parking as possible
3% (7 votes)
As many activated
spaces as possible
52% (103 votes)

A mix of parking
and activated
spaces
45% (89 votes)

Table 1. Response to amount of desired parking under Highway 53 in Duluth, MN
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Table 2. Response to questions about desired active uses.
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Parking
Under the existing bridge, 11 spans can accommodate parking - all of which are south of N. 21st Avenue W.
Under the future structures the roadways, pier configurations, and highway access ramps limit the available
parking areas to 10 of the 26 spans with parking now possible near N. 20th Avenue W. Adjacent parking lots A
and B currently accommodate parking and could continue to do so.
Several businesses and local residents expressed interest in continuing to use at least some of the space for
parking. They indicted there is a need for parking during high demand periods and community members noted
that creating additional amenities underneath the bridges would likely further increase the parking demand.
Residents of the adjacent apartment buildings also stated a need for additional parking at the north end of the
bridges.
Other stakeholders point out that using all of the available space for parking would reduce the area available for
other uses that might add more vitality to the area. Surplus parking often has an effect to encourage driving and
too much parking can lower the value of parking stalls as a revenue source for municipal or private parking
spaces. Cheap and easy parking may to produce more traffic and can discourage walking, biking or taking transit.
In addition, more driving can have negative environmental impact producing more vehicle emissions.
All of the under-bridge areas were evaluated to determine which spans will be able to accommodate parking.
Turning movements, clearance height, highway access, the local street grid and slope assessments were used to
identify possible locations for parking. MnDOT then made preliminary estimate of the number of possible
spaces. Further study is required to determine exactly how many spaces would be possible in each area. In
addition, maintenance agreements (including trash removal, security and snow removal) will need to be
executed between MnDOT, the City of Duluth and its private partners before parking would be permitted.
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Figure 2. All of the spans that could accommodate parking under the new Highway 53 bridge in Duluth, MN.
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Activated Space Opportunities
There was an overwhelming desire for activated spaces under the bridges by community members, the City of
Duluth and members of the business community. The features discussed ranged from retaining the current
amenities of a skateboard park, basketball court and walking path to adding playable public art features, roller
skating, and open public space. The skateboard park had universal support to be reconstructed, but not
necessarily in the same location. The use of the current parking lots A and B were also considered.
All of the under-bridge areas were evaluated to determine which spans will be able to accommodate active
public spaces. MnDOT evaluated clearance height, highway access, the local street grid and slope to assess
possible locations for active space. Plans, funding, maintenance and other agreements would need to be
executed between MnDOT, the City of Duluth and its private partners before active uses would be permitted.
There are many examples of under-bridge spaces being developed around the country. The El Space Toolkit
developed by the Design Trust for Public Space has several case studies and includes information on planning,
designing, developing and operating active under-bridge spaces. http://www.designtrust.org/publications/elspace-toolkit/.
Benefits of Activated Spaces:
•

•
•

•

Activated edges- commercial districts and small downtowns often benefit from ample parking. Visitors
may have an increased sense of safety, and additional green spaces and public gathering spots often
lengthen time spent in the district;
More Gathering Spaces – room to recreate, linger, and space to hold multi-functional events;
Safer Connections – a programmed and enhanced under-bridge area could increase activity and
promote a feeling of safety in the area while creating better environments for pedestrians and bicyclists
both in the adjacent neighborhood and using the Cross City Trail.
Promotion of healthy communities - outdoor skateboard, play or gym elements may encourage physical
activity and positive activities for youth.

Additional resources:
•

•

FHWA convened a community connections peer exchange event in March 2018 that explored innovative
public-private projects that enhanced community connections and under-bridge environments, to
“repurpose underutilized real estate for community betterment.”
There is a movement in cities across the US/around the world to “reclaim underutilized infrastructure and
reimagine it as public spaces.” These “next generation” public spaces often in transportation corridors, or
on/adjacent to transportation infrastructure are being cataloged/exemplified by an organization called the
High Line Network. Examples of under-bridge enhancement projects supporting economic development and
quality of life goals:
o The Bentway in Toronto
o The Underline in Miami
o INK Block Park in Boston
o Claiborne Corridor Cultural Innovation District in New Orleans
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Figure 3. All of the spaces that could be used for active uses under the new Highway 53 bridge design in Duluth, MN
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Span Overview
The table below highlights in green which bridge spans will be suited for what type of uses and identifies the site
constraints that limit uses in some areas.
Span

Parking Optional

Activated Space
Optional

1

NO

NO

2

NO

NO

Limited by Roadway

Site Constraints
Slope

N. 20th Ave. W.

3
4
5
6
7

Vehicle Access
Blocked by Ramps
Perpetual shade
No natural
precipitation

8
9

NO

10
11
12

NO

NO

N. 21 St. Ave. W.

13
NO

Vehicle Access
Blocked by Ramp and
Pier Configuration

18

NO

Pier Configuration

19

NO

NO

20

NO

NO

W. 1 St.

NO

Alley

NO

W. Superior St.

14
15
16
17

Slope
st

21
22
23
24

NO

25
26

NO

Lower Michigan St.

Lot A
Lot B
Table 3: Possible uses under each bridge span of TH 53 in Duluth, MN
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Concept Plan
The previous table, in conjunction with conversations with city staff, business owners, and community members,
were used to inform which amenities could be placed in each location of the concept plan shown in Figure 4.
The current design leaves the slope of the natural topography for Spans 3-6 and 13-18, 21-23 and 25-26. If flat
areas are needed for recreation, parking or event uses the flat surfaces will need to be added later.

Spans 3-6 – Parking
Starting at the north end, spans 3-6 could be used for approximately 30 parking spaces for residents in the
adjacent apartment buildings, nearby businesses or flexible event space. See Figure 5 Parking Lot Layout,
Perpendicular Parking Option. The Duluth Economic Development Authority (DEDA) will provide this parking
area to support the revitalization of Lincoln Park.

Spans 7-11 – Pedestrian Access Route
Spans 7-11 are sandwiched between the Highway 53 on and off ramps and could be used to provide pedestrian
access to the parking in spans 3-6 from N. 21st Avenue W. and a connection to 20th Ave. W. Pedestrian access
across the space will be constrained by fencing to keep pedestrians out of the parallel ramp roadways. An
alternative access route could be considered in partnership with the City of Duluth and adjacent property
owners if this route is determined to be too constrained from a public safety perspective. If a local partner can
be found to provide funding and maintenance to the area, sculptures, games or other amenities could be added
to activate the space. Due to the contaminated soils, raised planters would need to be constructed if shadeloving plants were to be incorporated. Because there will be no natural precipitation under the bridge spans,
manual watering of raised planters would be necessary.

Spans 13-18 and lots A and B – Midtown Park
Spans 13-18, including lots A & B, are best suited for the new location of Midtown Park. These spans separate
the residential area from the business district. Safer pedestrian access due to the sidewalk placement,
configuration of the highway entrance ramp, and the setback from the adjacent roadway all make this location
more appropriate for the park. In addition, the area underneath these spans is extensive and could integrate
parking and/or a wide array of additional park features. The ideas shown in the concept plan including
skateboard park, basketball court, games and tables which reflect the desires expressed by the community,
existing local organizations to utilize these types of features, and their ease of construction and maintenance.
Lots A and B could remain parking, or one side could be developed into a playground, or these lots could be
community gardens with raised planter beds. Future planning is required to determine the best use of the space
in this area.

Spans 21-22 and 25 – Flexible parking and event space
Spans 21-22 and 25 parallel N. 22nd Street W. and the business Craft District of Lincoln Park. These spans could
be used for a maximum of about 45 parking spaces and flexible event space for the adjacent business. A concept
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plan for a parking layout is shown in Figure 6 Local Road Parking Lot and ADA Design. This parking will be
provided by DEDA to support the redevelopment of Lincoln Park.

Span 23 – Open space for adjacent property owners to program the space
Span 23 is in a good location to be utilized by adjacent property owners such as the future Duluth Children’s
Museum for open space and programming. Leadership of the Children’s Museum has expressed interest in flat
outdoor space for games, hopscotch and performance space (esp. dance). The space could also be used for
parking during non-event times, with space for approximately 18 stalls as shown in Figure 6.

Span 26 – Bike repair station and rest area for trail uses
The Cross City Trail, when completed, will connect the Munger Trail near the Lake Superior Zoo to the Lakewalk,
bringing cyclists and other trail users from the length of the city to Lincoln Park. It will pass through the
southernmost part of the project area adjacent to Michigan Street. At span 26, the bridge would provide good
cover for an area of respite for the trail users with benches and a bike repair stand.
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Figure 4: Concept for public uses and parking under Highway 53 in Duluth, MN
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Figure 5: Perpendicular Parking Layout west of 20th Ave W.

Figure 6: Maximum number of parking stalls west of 21st Ave. W. Some of this area could be used by the Children’s Museum
for recreational and event space, with use as parking during non-event times.
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Maintenance, Operations and Funding
The MnDOT project will leave the space under Highway 53 as a “blank canvas” for future community
development. MnDOT will support the City of Duluth and community leaders in partnering to find public and
private development opportunities. A commitment by DEDA to provide parking lots under the bridge will
support the revitalization of the surrounding Lincoln Park community as well as activating under-bridge spaces.
This resource may allow an increased intensity of redevelopment by reducing the need by property owners to
create new off-street parking supply on their individual property sites. However, the maintenance and
operations of parking lots and other proposed under-bridge land uses will require an ongoing community
commitment of funding resources that does not currently exist. Below are some ideas generated through the
public engagement process related to fund development, maintenance and operations of the various spans of
the bridge. The City of Duluth could set up a program like the Adopt a Highway program, but instead be “Adopt
a Span.”
Public-Private partnership opportunities to develop the Highway 53 space as a thriving community resource
could include a mixture of philanthropic, private and city funds. There are multiple state and national examples
of nonprofit organizations activating and maintaining public spaces with cultural, recreational, arts, and
community programming. These projects often require a cost-sharing approach with local municipalities, but
also offer opportunities to leverage private resources. Often adjacent development is a catalyst, or the desire to
create a destination that will spur additional economic development activity. One example in of a public-private
partnership of this nature in Minnesota is the 501(c)3 nonprofit Green Minneapolis, acting as the manager of the
Commons Park next to the Vikings Stadium in Minneapolis. In Toronto, the Bentway Conservancy offers
extensive community programming while generating sponsorship and operating revenue from occasional
private events held under the Garnier Expressway.
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Span

Feature

Initial Funding

Maintenance

1

Slope Paving

NA

NA

2

N. 20 Ave. W.

NA

NA

3

Parking

MnDOT

Business owners, Community
based organization or City

4

Parking

MnDOT

Business owners, Community
based organization or City

5

Parking

MnDOT

Business owners, Community
based organization or City

6

Parking

MnDOT

Business owners, Community
based organization or City

Trail with Raised Gardens, Art, &
Benches

Sidewalk: MnDOT
Plants: Local Garden
Clubs/Stores/Residents
Art: Donated by Artists

Plants: District enhancement
funds/Local Garden
Clubs/Stores/Residents
Art: Arts organizations

12

N. 21st Ave. W.

NA

NA

13

Picnic or Game Tables

City, grants, or private sponsor

City or private sponsor

14

Skateboard Park

City, grants, or private sponsor

City or Local Skateboard
Club/Store

15

Skateboard Park or Parking

City, grants, or private sponsor

City Local Skateboard Club/Store

16

Roller Skate Area or Parking

City, grants, or private sponsor

City or Local Skating
Clubs/Stores

17

Basketball Court

City, grants, or private sponsor

City or Local Basketball
Club/Store

18

Concrete Games

City, grants, or private sponsor

City or private sponsor

19

Stone Slope Protection

MnDOT

City Weed Control

20

W. 1st Street

NA

NA

21

Parking

MnDOT

City or Community Business Org.

22

Parking

MnDOT

City or Community Business Org.

23

Use by Others or Parking

Lease or Permit Holder

Lease or Permit Holder

24

W. Superior Street

NA

NA

25

Parking

MnDOT

City or Community Business Org.

26

Trail Rest Station

Local Cycling Club/Store

Local Cycling Club/Store or city

Lot A

Playground, Community Garden
or Parking

Grant Applications or Garden
Users

City, Garden Users or
Community Business Org.

Lot B

Parking

MnDOT

City or Community Business Org.

th

7
8
9
10
11

Table 4: Potential funding and maintenance sources for under Highway 53 in Duluth, MN
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Other Considerations
Contaminated Soils
This area has been found to contain contaminated soils. As a result of that contamination, activities such as
community gardens, dog parks, or activities that require natural surface will not be feasible. The contamination
will be capped with concrete to meet regulatory requirements for use of the space by people.
The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency provides risk-based guidance and contaminate concentrations that can
be used to evaluate the human health risk caused by exposure to contamination. The human exposure
evaluation considers the risk of humans coming into contact with the soil and any contaminants in it. Soil
specific concentrations are defined by the MPCA above which there could be an unacceptable risk to human
health and the environment. There are numerous assumptions that are incorporated into a risk evaluation
including site specific chemical detections, site property use, and potential exposure pathways. Mitigation
(protection) measures can be developed to protect the public from contamination remaining in the soil and are
developed based on site specific conditions. For this project, the current plan for mitigation is excavating two
feet of contaminated soil and capping the areas with hard pavement.
Chemical detections in the soil under the Highway 53 bridge area consists of petroleum, mercury, chlorinated
solvents, metals and polyaromatic hydrocarbons. Asbestos containing materials and other types of solid waste
have also been encountered in the soil under the bridge. The concentrations of these chemicals vary
throughout the area and may pose an unacceptable risk to human health without incorporating further
mitigation (protection) strategies. Some of the chemicals encountered are at concentrations exceeding the
cleanup criteria for industrial and/or recreational use. Therefore, any area proposed for recreational use must
be adequately mitigated. The most cost-effective mitigation is typically excavating the two feet of contaminated
soil and paving a hard surface over the area. This reduces the amount of contaminated soil excavated and
disposed from the site and reduces the risk that the uninformed public will dig into and encounter contaminated
soils thereby making it acceptable for recreational use.

Maintenance
Maintaining public amenities within the right-of-way are not part of MnDOT’s core business. MnDOT will
support the City of Duluth in finding public and private partners to maintain various spans under the bridge.

Limited Use Permits
MnDOT anticipates granting a limited use permit to the City of Duluth for temporary recreational, parking or
other uses under the Highway 53 bridge. The LUP will follow the standard ten-year term for temporary use
including a termination clause that may be exercised if the right-of-way is needed for a transportation use. In
turn the city may enter into sub-agreements with various public and private stakeholders for the construction,
maintenance and operations of the individual spans.
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Bridge Inspection and Maintenance
MnDOT will perform inspections of the bridges, requiring access by inspection equipment. All features need to
be able to accommodate truck access. During periods of bridge maintenance and/or inspections, use of the
spaces underneath the bridge may not be permitted for safety.

Lighting and Electrical Service
Each span will have lighting mounted to the pier to provide a sufficient amount of lighting for safety under the
bridges. Any additional lighting or electrical service required for specific amenities or events would be the sole
responsibility of the city or other entity responsible for installation and maintenance of additional features.

Safety and Access Design Details
If the spaces underneath the bridge are utilized in any way, additional elements should be included to increase
the safety and access for all users.

Safety Features
A physical barrier, such as ornamental fencing, should be considered adjacent to the ramps to stop any
pedestrians from inadvertently traveling onto a ramp.
At the City of Duluth’s request, Figure 7 shows a possible closure of W. 2nd Street just west of its intersection
with 21st Avenue W. This closure is being considered for several reasons: To improve safety for pedestrian
movements at the intersection, simplify traffic movements with the southbound on-ramp, provide more space
for the important DTA bus stop at the intersection, and to provide space for snow storage.
Figure 7 identifies areas that should be considered for additional safety features, including the closure of W. 2nd
Street.

Pedestrian Access
The pedestrian access route to any of the activated spaces including to the parking and recreational uses will
need to be evaluated and finalized based on the uses and the origins and destinations of the users.

Vehicular Access
For spaces that will be accessed by vehicles, such as the parking areas, the vehicle access points will need to be
finalized and added to the design of the parking areas.
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Figure 7: Location of safety features under Highway 53 in Duluth, MN
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Conclusion
MnDOT is committed to our partnership to provide reasonable accommodations and innovative solutions to
whatever the community choses to do with the spaces underneath their new bridges. We look forward to seeing
the new vision for the Lincoln Park neighborhood take shape in the coming years.

For more information please contact:
Project information line
218-343-3748
Pippi Mayfield
MnDOT, Public Engagement and Communications Director
218-725-2834
Pat Huston
MnDOT, Major Projects Assistant District Engineer
218-348-9902
Kris Liljeblad
City of Duluth, Planning & Economic Development, Sr. Transportation Planner
218-730-5338
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